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Robots of the Future
Author and illustrator: Artur Gulewicz

In the near future there are plenty of robots that help people with their everyday 
activities – they walk dogs, make breakfast, do the washing, clean the flat, play 
musical instruments, prune gardens, teach basketball and fix cars. One day, as 
a result of a lightning strike, all the robot parts get scattered around a factory. 
Can you put the matching parts together? There’s Dogomat, Dustshooer, 
Sprinkleplant, and other machines… 
Thanks to each illustration being divided into three parts, you can make your own 
versions of robots of the future and have lots of fun as you do it!

ages 2-6
board book
190 x 300 mm
18 pages

What are they doing?
Author and illustrator: Artur Gulewicz

A few characters have decided to leave their occupations and become someone 
else for a while. A postman, gardener, builder, musician, scientist, journalist, ballet 
dancer, waiter and traveller, all dressed in clothing typical for their profession and 
surrounded by objects normally linked with their work, will change their habits 
across the pages of this book. What happens when the postman takes a guitar in 
his hands and juggles with a pineapple at the same time? Or when the traveller 
starts twirling like the ballerina? Anything is possible thanks to the illustrations 
divided into three parts. They guarantee hours of fun and you’ll certainly feel 
fully entertained! 

ages 2-6
board book
190 x 300 mm
18 pages

Crazy Vehicles
Author and illustrator: Artur Gulewicz

Have you had enough of ordinary diggers and fire engines? This is an amazing 
book in which you get to decide what each vehicle looks like.

You can add a propeller or a part of a rocket to a locomotive and see what 
comes of it. The illustrations have been divided into three parts, so you have 
plenty of possibilities for mixing and matching… and having fun. This book  
is bound to keep you entertained! 

ages 2-6
board book
190 x 300 mm
18 pages
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ages 0-3
board book
205 x 250 mm
40 pages 

ages 3-6
board book
205 x 250 mm
40 pages 

rights sold: Germany, Croatia, Ukraine, Italy,
Czech Republic, Slovak Republic rights sold: Croatia, Ukraine

rights sold: Germany, Croatia, 
Ukraine, Italy, Czech Republic, 
Slovak Republic

rights sold: Croatia, Ukraine

ages 0-3
board book
205 x 250 mm
40 pages

ages 0-2
board book
135 x 135 mm
28 pages

ages 0-2
board book
135 x 135 mm
28 pages

ages 0-3
board book
205 x 250 mm
40 pages

Paddy Learns to Speak 
Author: Marta Galewska-Kustra
Illustrator: Joanna Kłos

Meet Paddy and his jolly family! This friendly toddler will become your child’s favourite 
companion as they take their first steps in learning to speak.
The first instalment of Paddy’s adventures is especially for the very young, and also for 
slightly older children who have taken their time to learn to speak. It focuses predominantly 
on onomatopoeia and vowels that are used by children as young as one. 
The book’s deliberately simple format and beautiful illustrations naturally support your 
child’s speech development. 

Paddy’s Holidays 
Author: Marta Galewska-Kustra
Illustrator: Joanna Kłos

The fourth instalment in the Paddy books is for children aged three to six. It’s time to have 
some fun with voicing and with the correct way to pronounce phonemes. The book supports 
your child’s pronunciation and allows you to check if your little one is able to make sounds 
correctly or whether she needs the professional help of a speech therapist.  

Paddy’s First Words
Author: Marta Galewska-Kustra
Illustrator: Joanna Kłos

The second book about Paddy’s adventures focuses on the first words typical in child 
speech development. One- and two-year-old children learn to understand and use these 
words. A two-year-old starts to join words together, which means they can already create 
simple sentences. For older children, this book will be ideal for making their first steps in 
reading. 

Paddy. Having Fun with Gestures and Sounds
Author: Marta Galewska-Kustra
Illustrator: Joanna Kłos

Paddy introduces children to the world of speech!
Across the pages of this little book, you will find your favourite character doing activities 
that will put a smile on every child’s face. All this is combined with sounds that are important 
for early speech development: vowels, simple syllables and onomatopoeia.
You will find plenty more examples of onomatopoeia (which are an important part of speech 
development) in our book called Paddy Learns to Speak.

What’s Paddy Doing?
Author: Marta Galewska-Kustra
Illustrator: Joanna Kłos

Across the pages of this little book, you will find your favourite character in everyday situations. 
Each one of them is a chance to familiarise yourselves with the most basic nouns and verbs. 
Use the book according to your child’s needs and her development stage. You can have the 
child in your lap, or you can put her on her belly and place the book in front of her, or even 
look at the book when you’re both lying on the floor. It’s important that you point to objects 
in the illustrations, repeat the words used (do so in everyday life as well), speak clearly and 
add emotion to what you say.

Paddy’s Speaking Exercises
Author: Marta Galewska-Kustra
Illustrator: Joanna Kłos

The third volume of Paddy’s adventures focuses on enriching your child’s vocabulary, 
developing her ability to form sentences (as the sentences are becoming more complex) 
and teaching basic grammar rules (e.g. inflecting verbs). Through play, the book will support 
your child as they develop all these language skills. The book’s deliberately simple form and 
beautiful illustrations naturally support your child’s speech development.
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ages 6-10
hard cover
205 x 260 mm
32 pages 

ages 0-6
board book
205 x 250 mm
40 pages 

rights sold: Slovak Republic

rights sold: Spain, Italy

rights sold: Spain, Italy,
Germanyrights sold: Russia

rights sold: Slovak Republic, Russia
ages 0-6
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages

ages 0-6
hard cover
231 x 310 mm
28 pages

ages 3-6
board book
205 x 250 mm
40 pages

ages 3-6
board book
205 x 250 mm
40 pages

Trick and Jape. The Eventful Life of Pixies 
Author: Wojciech Widłak
Illustrator: Elżbieta Wasiuczyńska

What can you do when tricks just aren’t working? Why would you need a centipede to win 
a forest contest? Can you get poisoned by seriousness as you make a good mood potion?  
You will find all this and so much more in the book about Trick and Jape, the joyful pixies. 

Wojciech Widłak and Elżbieta Wasiuczyńska are the fantastic creative duo behind the book. 
By using words and illustration, they talk about forest pixies, about friendship and about the 
fact that laughter is the best remedy for everything.

Tilly Is Waiting for Her Little Brother
Author: Natalia Minge
Illustrator: Anna Łazowska 

Tilly is going to have a little brother! She’s excited, but she’s also a bit worried, because she 
doesn’t quite understand what’s happening. She can see her mum’s belly getting bigger and 
helps get all the necessary things ready. At the same time she’s wondering how her little 
brother is going to change her life. Will she have to share her toys with him? Will her parents 
still find time for her?

The World of Monkeys and Apes
Author and illustrator: Asia Gwis

There are many different species of monkeys and apes in the world. Pygmy marmosets are 
smaller than a banana, and the strong gorillas are almost as big as humans. Did you know that 
macaques make snowballs for fun, gibbons can walk on two legs and capuchin monkeys can 
easily crack nut shells? If you want to learn more fun facts about these amazing animals, find out 
about how they live, what they eat and what their customs are like, this book is a must! 

Herons, Hens and Gannets
Author and illustrator: Asia Gwis

Birds live everywhere: in cities, in the jungle, on the water, in the country and in the forests... They 
do not fear the cold of the Antarctic nor the scorching heat of the tropics. They are all very 
different: there’s the tiny bee hummingbird and the huge common ostrich. There are adorable 
birds like the long-tailed tits and clever birds like ravens. There are the colourful parrots and the 
grey sparrows. They fly, they run, they build their homes and lay their eggs. Most of them are 
sociable, but there are some loners out there too. There are over 10 thousand bird species in 
the world.

Felix and Gustav Know How to Behave
Author: Katarzyna Kozłowska 
Illustrator: Marianna Schoett

Felix now goes to kindergarten. The time has come for him to learn the rules of polite behaviour.  
He will find out that he needs to behave in a particular way in different situations, both  
at home and at kindergarten. Thanks to learning the kindergarten-goer’s code of conduct, 
he will know how to eat properly at the table, when to use the three magic phrases (“please”, 
“sorry” and “thank you”), and how to behave at the theatre.

Felix and Gustav Go to Kindergarten
Author: Katarzyna Kozłowska 
Illustrator: Marianna Schoett

Felix is three years old and this will be his first day at kindergarten. Felix and his parents are 
preparing for the big day! They’re choosing a rucksack and putting together all the essentials. 
Felix also takes his most trusted companion – his teddy bear, Gustav – and the two of them 
set off into the unknown. They will learn what classrooms are like, what they are going to 
be doing and what kind of classes and events they will be taking part in. Felix has lots of 
questions. Will he see any children he knows? What will Miss help him with? And what is going 
to happen if he suddenly misses his mum?
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ages 6-10
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages 

rights sold: Germany, Ukraine, 
Czech Republic, Slovak Republic,
Russia, Finland, Spain, Italy

rights sold: Russia, Czech Republic, Slovak  
Republic, Korea, Chinese Simplified, Ukraine 

rights sold:  Chinese Simplified, 
Czech Republic, Ukraine, Russia,
Estonia, Slovak Republic, Korea

rights sold: Slovak Republic, Russia, Ukraine,  
Czech Republic, Spain

ages 6-10
hard cover
240 x 320 mm
32 pages

ages 6-10
hard cover
240 x 320 mm
32 pages

ages 4-6
hard cover
240 x 320 mm
32 pages

ages 6-10
hard cover
280 x 340 mm
64 pages

Amazing Friendships.  
The World of Plants and Animals 

Author and illustrator: Emilia Dziubak

Homer the ginger cat misses having a real friend… He decides to set out into the world to 
find one. First, he must decide what the most important thing for him is when it comes  
to friendship. Is it looking after one another, is it the selflessness and complete devotion, or 
is it fidelity? On his journey he will witness many unlikely friendships: ants and aphids, live 
sharksuckers and sharks, tits and thrushes, gopher tortoises and indigo snakes, and many 
more besides. Will he find himself a kindred spirit?

How Does It Work? The Human Body 
Authors: Nikola Kucharska, Joanna Kończak, Katarzyna Piętka 
Illustrator: Nikola Kucharska

Klara finds the world around her fascinating. She’d like to understand how the human body 
works and become a doctor or nurse in the future. For now, she spends every free moment she 
has finding out new things. Her grandad tirelessly helps Klara out and patiently answers any 
questions she has with the aid of the funny pictures. Why are we similar to our parents? What 
do we need our belly button for? A large format, its detailed illustrations and learning combined 
with fun and humour are only a few benefits of this amazing book about human bodies.

How does it work? Buildings
Authors: Nikola Kucharska, Joanna Kończak, Katarzyna Piętka 
Illustrator: Nikola Kucharska

Klara is fascinated with the world around her. She’d like to understand how various buildings were 
constructed. In the future, she’d like to become an interior designer or architect. She spends 
her entire spare time learning things and is helped by her granddad, who, with his amusing 
pictures, patiently answers his granddaughter’s questions. How did people manage to build 
things without cranes and diggers? Why do houses around the world differ from each other? 
Why does a block of flats need ventilators and chutes? Its large format, detailed illustrations 
and learning made fun are just some of the benefits of this incredible book about various  
buildings.

Grandpa Stan Flies Off
Author: Justyna Bednarek 
Illustrator: Paweł Pawlak

Grandpa Stan can feel it in his bones that the time has come for a GREAT ADVENTURE. 
He asks his grandson Frank to look after his little dog, Spinny, and bravely embarks on 
the journey of his life – towards the clouds. He soon discovers that the world looks very 
different from above. What will happen when the old gentleman touches the sky with the 
top of his head? And is it true that light blue is nice to touch and very soft?
This poetic and moving story, written together by Justyna Bednarek and Paweł Pawlak, 
gently introduces the topic of saying goodbye to a loved one and helps children cope with 
loss.

After Dark, Or What Happens at Night
Author: Monika Utnik-Strugała
Illustrator: Małgosia Piątkowska

Do you know what is happening when you’re asleep? The nightlife is full of surprises!  
With this amazing book you will discover why some people prefer to work at night, how 
our body regenerates after a tough day, what are the phases of sleep or even what can be 
seen in the stars! Lots of facts and trivia enhance the great educational value of this book.  
Do you want to find out what else lurks in the dark? Then listen…

ages 6-10
hard cover  
240 x 320 mm
32 pages

How does it work? Animals
Author and illustrator:  Nikola Kucharska

Klara loves animals and wants to know everything there is to know about them. In the future 
she wants to become a biologist or a vet, or a zoo technician, or a forester, or an animal psychologist,  
or a pet sitter… It’s so hard to make a decision! For now she spends every free moment she 
has finding out new things. Her grandad tirelessly helps Klara out and patiently answers any  
questions she has with the aid of his funny pictures. 
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ages 6-14                   
hard cover
195 x 254 mm
144 pages

rights sold: Russia, Spain

rights sold: Germany

ages 6-14                   
soft cover
135 x 204 mm
272 pages

ages 6-14
soft cover
135 x 204 mm
320 pages

The Unbelievable Universe
Author: Karolina Bąkowska 
Illustrator: Asia Gwis

From a very long time ago, people always wanted to learn as much as possible about our planet,  
the Earth. They observed many events in the sky with the use of telescopes, but this wasn’t 
enough: they wanted to fly out into space. For centuries, people have tried to build 
machines that would be able to lift themselves off the Earth’s surface. If you want to 
know whether shooting stars make wishes come true and whether comets bring bad luck, 
you should join us on our cosmic trip as soon as possible!

Eri and the Dragon
Author: Jacek Inglot
Illustrator: Anita Graboś

Eri is unlike everybody else, not least because she’s the only person in the village to have ginger 
hair. She’s friends with a good witch called Millicent, and animals are incredibly obedient to her. 
One day Millicent bestows a special task on Eri: to protect the last dragon egg from the evil 
Vidukind. This is very important because one who witnesses the birth of a dragon and gives it 
a name will have power over it. And so it’s in no-one’s interest to allow such a powerful weapon 
to end up in the hands of a merciless wizard…
Eri embarks on an adventure-laden journey and is accompanied by a little gnome, a poetry- 
-loving ex-thug and the dwarf.

Eri the Sorceress
Author: Jacek Inglot
Illustrator: Anita Graboś

2nd volume of a great fantasy series for middle grade!

Eri takes lessons about the healing properties of plants and begins to train magic tricks under 
Millicent’s supervision. When her teacher is urgently called to the mages’ castle, the girl returns to 
her village. Parents ask her to take care of her baby-brother. Unfortunately, little Misha has been 
kidnapped. Eri must find him. She embarks again on an adventure-laden journey, during which 
she meets a globetrotter named Miko. Had she never met him before?

Maddie and Piggypup is a series of books for the youngest readers. Their protagonist, the plucky Madeline Felicia, is discovering the world 
around her. Her mum, dad, best friend Tommy and, most importantly, her beloved Piggypup are by her side. One thing you should know is that 
Piggypup not only gives Maddie support and encouragement in difficult life moments, like the first day in the kindergarten, but he also has secrets 
of his own… 

ages 2-6
hard cover
220 x 220 mm
32 pages

rights sold: Russia

Everything is all rightFirst Day in the Kindergarten

No one is scared Naughty Day
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Maddie and Piggypup 

Author: Justyna Bednarek
Illustrator: Marta Kurczewska 



ages 3-10                   
hard cover
220 x 200 mm
144 pages

ages 10-14                  
hard cover
280 x 340 mm
64 pages

rights sold: Italy, Spain, Korea, 
Slovak Republic, Chech Republic, 
Russia, Chinese Simplified

ages 10-18                   
hard cover
240 x 310 mm
144 pages

ages 6-10                   
hard cover
270 x 230 mm
48 pages

Learning to Count
Author: Agnieszka Łubkowska 
Illustrator: Joanna Kłos

Learning to Count contains tips for parents and interesting tasks and games that will enable 
your child to learn the basics of counting. The book’s special form and construction help to focus 
on a particular area. The book is divided into 5 parts: addition, subtraction, multiplication, division 
and mathematical trivia, which introduce your child to fractions, telling the time from a clock and 
estimating distance.
Each chapter contains explanations of every operation, followed by exercises. Additional games 
are beneficial for consolidating knowledge, and for supporting memory and focus. Learning to Count 
is an ideal book for parents, teachers and therapists. 

Animals That Have Disappeared.  
An Atlas of Extinct Species
Texts: Katarzyna Gładysz, Joanna Wajs, Paweł Łaczek 
Illustrator: Nikola Kucharska

Who is responsible for the extinction of the dodo? Was the dire wolf really dire? What is 
palaeontology? Which natural history museums have the richest collections? Nikola Kucharska’s 
new book answers these and many other questions. It also shows the world of extinct species 
with enormous style and precision. It will help readers learn about amphibians, reptiles, 
fish, insects and mammals from the past, and explain how to protect endangered species,  
showing what great responsibility humans have for the fate of animals. This illustrated guide  
to the history of life on Earth will make the best gift for young naturalists.  

Women. Adventurers, Scientists, Champions
Author: Joanna Kończak 
Illustrator: Karolina Matyjaszkowicz

They are very different and yet there’s this one thing that connects them all: they never let 
anyone persuade them that something is impossible. Discover the lives of extraordinary girls and 
women who made their mark on history with their courage, determination and knowledge. At the 
same time, find out intriguing facts about the world.

The book presents 35 inspiring women. Their stories are accompanied by fascinating facts about 
various countries and disciplines. Each page has a unique look, thanks to Karolina Matyjaszkowicz’s 
pictorial illustrations.

Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
Author: Grzegorz Kasdepke 
Illustrator: Diana Karpowicz

Why is Tomorrow always late? And why is it always grey and hunched over? Must Yesterday 
disappear into thin air? Must Today always make such a big mess? And who is going to clean 
it up? Yesterday, Today, or maybe Tomorrow? It’s difficult to decide, especially when you 
don’t know what they all look like and where to find them…

Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow is an extremely funny and clever story about a little girl who 
doesn’t like cleaning but has a great imagination. Our most popular contemporary children’s  
uthor tells us about the mystery of time and that sending a smile to your Today is worth it.

ages 2-6                   
board book
221 x 310 mm
28 pages

The Coral Reef
Author and illustrator: Katarzyna Bajerowicz

Baby turtles have just hatched in the warm sand. They are now scurrying across a wide beach in 
order to get to the sea. They will spend their entire adult lives in its waves. They will encounter 
plenty of animals in the coral reef: various fish species, prawns, crabs, starfish, and many other 
creatures. Explore the depths of the sea and discover the fascinating underwater world with 
them! As you explore, solve several tasks that will require you will search for details hidden  
in illustrations!

ages 6-10                   
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Spain, Ukraine, 
Slovak Republic, Czech  
Republic, Russia, Netherlands

Dwarves: Facts, Myths, Trivia
Author and illustrator: Maciej Szymanowicz

This book contains an incredible collection of information about dwarves! Where do they come 
from? How do they travel? What do they eat? What do they do in their free time? What sports 
do they do? Which areas of art are they most successful in? And much, much more. Detailed 
illustrations present, among other things, the snailmobile, racing in honey along bread with 
cream cheese, the butterfly-plane, the aerobird and the viewing bottle. You will find out that 
when your phone or tablet goes missing, it’s likely the dwarves have borrowed it to watch a film 
on. You will also meet the prominent climber, Sir Gouda Cheddar – the dwarf who rose to fame 
through successful ascents of many sweet-thousanders. His greatest achievement was reaching 
the cherry on top of Amelia Kendall’s birthday cake.
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A Year in the Kindergarten
Author and illustrator: Przemysław Liput
 
Welcome to our kindergarten! We spend plenty of time here and we are having fun. There’s a lot 
of us and everyone is great, even little Alex leaves his security pillow and plays with us. There 
is also Marcel – called handyman because he can fix every thing. His dog accompanies us in our 
daily routine. A cat is always hiding – can you find him on each page?

Colorful pictures exercise the child’s perceptiveness and ability to tell stories, but first and 
foremost are a great fun and a way to spend time nicely and creatively.

A Year in the Forest
Author and illustrator: Emilia Dziubak

Wild boar, wolves, pheasants, a bear cub, ants, a woodpecker, foxes, a badger, grass snakes, 
frogs, an elk and many other creatures live in the forest. How do they play and rest? Who sleeps 
in the day, and who sleeps at night? Who likes whom? What are their favourite treats? Look for 
answers across the pages of this remarkable book.

It’s perfectly possible to browse through A Year in the Forest for hours on end. This remarkable 
book stimulates the imagination and develops skills of perception and logical thinking. It also 
builds storytelling skills and the ability to identify cause and effect. Above all, it guarantees 
great fun.

ages 2-6
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Korea, Ukraine, 
Lithuania, Germany, Russia, Netherlands, Romania, 
Slovak Republic, Czech Republic, Italy, Spain, France, 
Russia, Turkey

A Year in the City
Author and illustrator: Katarzyna Bogucka

We are in the city. Here we have a cinema, a school, a restaurant, an art gallery, a zoo, a park, 
a building site, a hospital, a river, streets, a shopping centre, a little market square… Look, how 
much is happening here! And how many characters are there! 

A Year in the City contains fourteen double-page spreads, twelve of which correspond to each 
month of the year. Each month shows the same snapshot of the city and features the same cast 
of characters in a variety of weather conditions, at different times of the day and night and in 
various situations. The two additional double-page spreads contain inter active games linked to 
selected stories from the main snapshot of the city. 

ages 2-6
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Korea, Ukraine, 
Slovak Republic, France, Turkey

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Korea,  
Germany, Czech Republic, Russia, Romania,
Slovak Republic, Turkey

ages 2-6
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages A Year at the Market

Author and illustrator: Jola Richter-Magnuszewska

Ee-yore! Ee-yore! Welcome to the town’s market. Each week you can come here to buy the 
healthiest vegetables, unique handicrafts and hearty local produce.
Our organic farm provides honey, cheese and wool. Pumpkin Baron brings vegetarian dishes. 
Mr and Mrs Sweet make sure no one runs out of delicious desserts. Marianna makes unique 
toys and Aldona makes clothes. Dwarfie the herbalist prepares remedial concoctions and you 
can find the prettiest flowers at Hortensia’s. Potters run workshops and sell lovely mugs and 
vases. Mike is responsible for keeping order. There’s also the new couple, Grace and Jerry, who 
will shake things up a bit. And we have plenty of animals – Rebecca the hen, Paragon the cat 
(he’s always unhappy about something), there are also dogs and myself, Thunder the donkey. 
Jackdaws steal food, and storks come and go, just as nature tells them. And of course there are 
a lot of children around.

ages 2-6
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages

A Year in the Countryside
Author and illustrator: Magdalena Kozieł-Nowak

Here the seasons set the rhythm of life. In the winter Henry organises sleigh rides for visitors 
from the city. In spring the fields must be ploughed and sewn. The summer brings hard work 
with the harvest and then haymaking. After the harvest, the owner of an eco shop comes. 
She collects sweet honey, pumpkins and carrots.  In autumn, digging up potatoes is more fun 
when the family bake them on a bonfire. 

A Year in the Countryside contains twelve double-page spreads that describe life on a farm. 
We find out what responsibilities children have, what things adults have to do, and what  
it means to work in the fields and with animals.

ages 2-6
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Czech Republic,  
Russia, Germany, Slovak Republic, Romania, Turkey

rights sold: Slovak Republic, Czech Republic

A Year in the Wonderland
Author and illustrator: Maciej Szymanowicz

Have you ever wondered what life in Wonderland might be like? Do Little Red Riding Hood, 
wizards, wolves, gnomes, dragons, princesses and brave knights all live there? What do they 
do all year round? We’d like to take you on a wonderful journey full of surprises and incredible 
encounters with fairy tale characters. You will also meet Vaudeville the Page, a creature  
of impeccable elegance and unmatched talent for gardening, out-of-this-world Aquarius and 
Count de Mous-Tache, who introduces himself as the Greatest Magician in the World, but he 
can’t actually do any magic…

ages 2-6
board book
231 x 310 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Ukraine,
Russia, Slovak Republic
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Fungi
Author: Liliana Fabisińska 
Illustrator: Asia Gwis

They’re everywhere. On land, in the water, underground, on trees, in your gut, in your frid-
ge, on your skin. They can be poisonous or have healing properties, they can cost exorbitant 
amounts of money, they can glow in the dark and attract elves, according to a few legends at 
least... They’re used to make lamps, chairs, wallets and to build houses from… Who knows what 
they will be used for in the future if so far only 7% of all species of fungi have been described? 
They’re the most underrated, varied and secretive organisms on Earth.

Take a peek into the kingdom of fungi with us.

The Egg
Author: Eliza Piotrowska 
Illustrator: Asia Gwis

Ancient Romans believed everything begins „ab ovo”, which means “from an egg”. The 
Earth was created from a large egg, and the Sky from its shell. Life on Earth also begins 
with eggs, except they’re a bit smaller. All Roman feasts began with eggs and today eggs 
are the highlight of Easter festivities… It’s worth taking a closer look at eggs: compare the 
eggs of birds, reptiles (including prehistoric reptiles!), amphibians, fish, insects and even 
mammals; find out how eggs are used in cooking, the sciences, architecture and design;  
see egg-inspired works of art and also meet people who’d rather stay as far away from eggs 
as possible…  

The Land of Robots
Author and illustrator: Tomasz Kowal

Robik lives in the Land of Robots. Here, the residents are machines made of metal and plastic, but 
they also have emotions and minds of their own. They’re actually quite similar to humans: they 
build cities, start families and eat out in restaurants, except rather than having steak and chips, 
they order cogs and screws. And, just like the human world, the robot world is a bit messy…
Join Robik on a trek across this amazing city. Visit Chock-a-Block Street, see a car exhibition, 
the shopping district and the port. Don’t forget to pay a visit to the space travel centre and the 
lemonade factory! At the end of this busy trip, have a rest in the Robo-SPA. As you walk across 
the city, pass through a labyrinth and help some robots out by solving riddles and looking for 
details hidden in the illustrations!

ages 4-10
activity book
soft cover
240 x 240 mm
96 pages

ages 6-10
hard cover, activity book
205 x 258 mm
128 pages

What A Feast! I Can Draw Beasts!
Author and illustrator: Magda Wosik

Animals made out of circles, triangles and blots, or torn-out pieces of papers. Together and 
separately. Find out how many ways there are to draw animals. Discover your favourite 
method and become the perfect portraitist of your favourite four-legged, two-legged and 
any other kind of beast. Put them together, make up comic-strip adventures and have fun!

How Children Change the World.  
Tasks and Trivia
Author: Katarzyna Sowula
Illustrator: Katarzyna Kołodziej

Find the answers to these and many other questions in this amazing book about children.  
Apart from the trivia, the book contains plenty of interactive tasks. Design your own  
emoticons with us; become an encyclopaedist; create a poster with a map of a country you’d  
like to visit; write a letter to politicians telling them what adults should do to make sure  
children are safe and happy; choose some artefacts and plan an exhibition using the curator’s 
notebook; set up a time bank with your friends; draw your own dream-catcher; and join in the 
Great World Wide Star Count! 

ages 0-6
board book 
205 x 205 mm
40 pages

Numbers and Colours
Author and illustrator: Aleksandra Artymowska

This book can be read from both ends. One end tells us about the adventures of Gustav the 
Rabbit, the other takes us on a journey with Leonora the Sheep. Both stories lead us to the 
inside of the book, where the two heroes meet. The two plucky characters bravely trudge 
through thick grass and stormy seas with a single focus in mind: for the youngest readers 
to familiarise themselves with colours and the numbers from 1 to 10. Funny rhymes, happy 
adventures and plenty of details make exploring this book a fantastically fun way to learn.

ages 6-18+
hard cover
280 x 340 mm
96 pages

ages 6-18+
hard cover
280 x 340 mm
96 pages

ages 2-6
hard cover
240 x 323 mm
32 pages

rights sold: Germany, Czech Republic, Korea, Chinese 
Simplified, Russia

rights sold: Russia, Chinese Simplified, Korea

rights sold: Russia,
Czech republic
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ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Korea, Germany, Russia, Chinese  
Simplified, Ukraine, Italy, Czech Republic, Slovak 
Republic, Turkey 

What Ants Do
Author: Marcin Brykczyński 
Illustrator: Katarzyna Bajerowicz

A great gift for children age 2 to 6. Stiff pages (which will guarantee the book is going to survive 
numerous encounters with the child’s skillful hands), convenient size and most importantly 
beautiful illustrations along with rhyming riddles – it is a true masterpiece! Your child will take 
delight in discovering the fascinating world of ants with a glowing face will watch very detailed 
illustrations and, as a final treat, will guess interesting riddles.

Let me tell you, mom...series

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Russia, Turkey

ages 2-6
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

What Spiders Do
Author: Marcin Brykczyński 
Illustrator: Daniel de Latour

The book tells about the spider Kleofas, who says goodbye to his parents and siblings  
to embark on the world. The story of spiders will help us all to get used to these fascinating yet 
strange animals. When we are reading and browsing the book and solving the riddles together, we 
can encourage the child to start telling himself: what happened in the picture, what and why animals 
are doing. Such a story triggers the imagination, trains the ability of creative problem solving and 
stimulates the speech development.

ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Russia, Ukraine, 
Italy, Czech Republic, Turkey

What Frogs Do
Author: Marcin Brykczyński 
Illustrator: Katarzyna Bajerowicz

This is the next volume from a marvelous series „Let me tell you, mom...”. This small but beautiful 
and wise book is a great incentive for trips to any pond. It will turn out to be as interesting as 
a distant galaxy! Your child will take delight in discovering the fascinating world of frogs with 
a glowing face will watch very detailed illustrations and, as a final treat, will guess interesting 
riddles.

ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Germany, Russia, Slovak Republic, 
Turkey

ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, 
Russia, Ukraine, Czech Republic,
Turkey

ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Russia, Czech  
Republic, Slovak Republic, Italy, Germany, Spain

Where Honey Comes From 
Author: Marcin Brykczyński 
Illustrator: Katarzyna Bajerowicz

Thanks to its vivid and detailed illustrations, you can spend hours with this book, learning 
about the life of bees and the process of honey making. This book isn’t just for reading, but also 
provides fun when just perusing, and guessing and retelling add to the experience. The book’s 
thick pages will easily cope with repeated browsing.

What Cats Do
Author and illustrator: Nikola Kucharska

This is a hilarious illustrated story and your child’s first feline encyclopaedia. Young readers 
will surely find themselves mesmerised by the adventures of Little Frog and Grumpy and their 
numerous whiskered friends. But the book offers so much more than just reading stories and 
looking at pictures. It is also packed with interesting tasks to solve and it will give children  
the opportunity to train their reaction skills – the author has hidden a vast array of details  
in the pages of this book.

What Dinosaurs Do
Author and illustrator: Emilia Dziubak

Fluffy and Cockroach embark on a journey… through time. They will end up in the land of dinosaurs 
and encounter some amazing creatures: the enormous Riojasaurus; the Trematosaurus who has 
lost its egg; the plant-eating Diplo docus; the water-dwelling Plesiosaurus; the Tyrannosaurus 
rex, who picks fights with the Ankylosaurus; the flying Archaeopteryxes, and many, many more. 
Education, humour, interactive tasks and beautiful illustrations by Emilia Dziubak – all this makes 
this book simply unmissable.
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ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Germany, Russia, Chinese Simplified,  
Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovak Republic,
Italy, Turkey 

ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Russia, Ukraine, Germany, Turkey, 
Czech Republic, Italy ages 2-6                   

board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Russia, Ukraine,  
Germany

rights sold: Turkey

What Cars Do
Author: Marcin Brykczyński 
Illustrator: Artur Nowicki

How many cars! Trucks, modern and vintage cars, caravans and horse transport. There are 
also cranes and excavators, buses, garbage trucks, plow, combine, and many more. Cars enter 
the highway, take part in a rally, get stuck in a traffic jam and park on a multi-level car parking. 
Other vehicles work in the field and on the construction site, remove snow, and even help the 
cat to come down from the tree. This book shows knowledge about the vehicles construction 
and their applications, and, on the other hand, describes the feelings and adventures of the main 
heroes. A small reader not only gains technical knowledge, but also develops the emotional 
sphere and artistic taste.

What Planes Do
Author: Marcin Brykczyński 
Illustrator: Artur Nowicki

A marvelous book for the youngest fans of planes!With witty illustrations by Artur Nowicki, it’ll 
take you on a sky-high adventure and as you explore the rich world of jet and fighter planes, 
helicopters and other aircraft. „Let Me Tell You What Planes Do” will make for an excellent 
present for children aged 2-6. The book develops skills of perception and its illustrations 
complement rhymed riddles by Marcin Brykczyński. The book’s thick pages will easily cope 
with repeated browsing.

What Tools Do
Author: Izabela Mikrut 
Illustrator: Daniel de Latour

What do tools do? It’s time to find out! In this amazing little board book you’ll meet the drill,  
the hammer, the screwdriver and their friends. Thanks to Izabela Mikrut’s rhymed riddles 
and Daniel de Latour’s funny illustrations young readers will soon learn who is who in the 
fascinating world of the toolbox.

What Dogs Do
Author and illustrator: Paulina Wyrt

It’s a funny picture book, not just about Feler the dog. Along with the characters from the 
book, you’ll be able to visit a vet’s, a pet beauty salon, a playground for animals and many other 
interesting places. You’ll find out what responsible work some dogs do, you’ll learn about different 
dog breeds, and various dog habits and abilities. You’ll also learn about looking after these  
lovely animals and will be able to put your powers of observation to the test when you look for 
hidden details and solve mysteries.

ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Russia, Ukraine, 
Germany

What Ships Do
Author: Marcin Brykczyński 
Illustrator: Artur Nowicki

What a traffic on the sea! Passenger and transport vessels, cutters, cruisers, sailing ships, huge 
containers, submarines, icebreakers, military, historic and rescue ships, as well as a fer ry, 
barge, hovercraft, catamaran and many more. But what is this? Watch out for pirates! Someone 
wants to steal a treasure chest, you need to be vigilant! The main hero of the book, the lovable 
cutter Seagull, invites all fans of ships to the parade of sailing ships, to the shipyard and the 
port. Ahoy adventure! You can not get bored with the Seagull!

ages 2-6                   
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Germany, Russia, Czech Republic,  
Slovak Republic, Italy 

What Trains Do
Author: Marcin Brykczyński 
Illustrator: Artur Nowicki

Tracks, crossovers, trails... what a traffic! Cargo trains, postal trains, locomotives, trolleys, 
mountain railway, cog railway, high-speed electric passenger trains – steam engine Richard 
will present you all of them and show all the details. There are lots of attractions for the 
youngest. Together with the main hero Richard, they will visit the museum of locomotives, 
engine house, railway station, we will get to know strange rail vehicles, maps of railway routes  
and the principles of engine operating. We will load the goods, help to build a loco, take a ride on 
mountain railway and relax on the siding. The train takes off, please get in!
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ages 6-10
board book
231 x 310 mm
16 pages

Illustrated Greek Myths for Children
Author and illustrator: Nikola Kucharska

What was the beginning of the world like? Who lived on Mount Olympus and who ended up in 
Hades? Why did Zeus punish Prometheus? Where did the seasons come from? Why do people 
experience misery and sadness? Who were Daedalus and Icarus? What labours did Heracles 
have to perform? If you want your child to find out the answers to these and other questions, 
and have fun along the way, Illustrated Greek Myths for Children is the perfect book for you. 

ages 6-10
activity book
240 x 320 mm
32 pages

Adventure Seekers. The Magic Ring
Author and illustrator: Tomasz Minkiewicz

Adventure, fun, charades and romance. All right, skip the romance. Adventure, fun, charades and 
a magic helmet (strangely similar to a cooking pot) – you will find all this in Adventure Seekers. 
The Magic Ring, which combines elements of a comic book, a novel and a labyrinth. 

rights sold: Chinese Simplified

rights sold: Chinese Simplified

ages 4-10
concertina book
hard cover 
235 x 325 mm
28 pages

City in the Clouds. City Underground
Author and illustrator: Tomasz Kowal

See which way of travelling around these unusual cities suits you best! 
Regardless of which you choose, don’t forget about the mission Timmy must complete  
and don’t miss the special tasks that await in each city!
There are many objects to find and lots of people will need your help. Don’t wait – start your 
mission!

ages 0-6
hard cover
220 x 220 mm
32 pages 

ages 2-6
hard cover 
220 x 220 mm
32 pages

ages 0-6                   
hard cover 
256 x 260 mm
32 pages

I, Bobik
Author and illustrator: Ewa Kozyra-Pawlak

Bobik, the son of an aristocatic couple, Kitty Catkin and Catstantine Ducat, is heir 
to the throne. The trouble is no one really knows about it. When the young prince 
(together with the royal flea) finds himself in a new home, he is faced with quite 
a challenge. He must convince his housemates, both human and animal, that he is 
of royal blood…   

A warm and funny embroidered book for cat lovers of all ages.

In 2014 I, Bobik received a distinction from the Polish Section of IBBY for an  
illustrated book.

Puppy Maths
Author and illustrator: Ewa Kozyra-Pawlak

An educational and heart-warming story for the very young. Ewa Kozyra-Pawlak’s 
catchy verses and lovely embroidered illustrations introduce toddlers to counting, 
improve their perceptiveness and make them more sensitive.

Ten homeless puppies read an ad: “I’ll adopt a dog, or maybe a couple...”. Each 
puppy wants to have a home of their own, so they hurry to the address from the 
ad. But at the end all of them get adopted by a very lonely gentleman! From then 
on their new owner can count the dogs each night, instead of counting sheep.

Baby Racoons
Author and illustrator: Ewa Kozyra-Pawlak

Mr and Mrs Racoon like things to be squeaky clean. They clean and wash everything 
non-stop, but they also have something to worry about: their children get awfully 
dirty. Whatever the parents wash, the baby racoons stain with mud or something 
greasy. They also make a terrible mess. Is there anything that could make the two 
worlds come together? Something that would make the children clean (at least 
from time to time) and the parents let their hair down a bit?

Baby Racoons is a lovely, embroidered family story about white and colour 
washes and about how everything has its proper time and space.

rights sold: Chinese Simplified

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, 
France

rights sold: Chinese Simplified
rights sold: Chinese Simplified, 
Russia
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rights sold: Chinese Simplified

rights sold: Chinese 
Simplified, Russia

ages 2-10                   
activity book
205 x 285 mm
128 pages

Labyrinth City
Author and illustrator: Jarosław Adam Kalinowski

Have you heard of Labyrinth City? Its inhabitants really do have a tangled-up life. Well, it’s 
inevitable if you live in a place where, wherever you are, whether you’re at the hairdressers or 
you’re having a little chat with a giraffe, you can find yourself in an intricate network of corridors. 
But what are the readers with their sharp pencils for? This is a crazy but jolly labyrinth world and 
it’s waiting for you to save it. 

ages 5-10
concertina book
235 x 325 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Czech 
Republic, France, Slovak Republic, 
Ukraine, Taiwan

rights sold: Chinese Simplified

rights sold: Chinese Simplified,  
Czech Republic, Slovak Republic

ages 5-10
concertina book
235 x 325 mm
28 pages

Around the World. East to West, 
North to South
Author and illustrator: Nikola Kucharska

This is an amazing story about two round-the-world trips. You read about one  
of them vertically and about the other horizontally… Thanks to the book’s “concertina” 
construction you can read it page by page, or, as we would recommend, you can 
spread the book out on the floor and follow the characters’ adventures step  
by step.

Map of Future
Author and illustrator: Tomasz Minkiewicz

Map of the Future is an amazing concertina-shaped book. You can browse the book 
page by page, or spread it out on the floor to follow the adventures of the main 
characters.

During a school experiment, Gabby and Bertie accidentally open a time travel 
portal. The portal sucks everything in, all of class 3A and various objects from the 
classroom. On the map, you not only have to find all of the pupils, but also parts of 
a spaceship, a crusty old croissant and a dust brush… and a few more things (though 
no one is going to miss 3A’s class register!)

The Tree
Author and illustrator: Katarzyna Bajerowicz

The Tree is an incredible book. You can browse it page by page, and once you tear 
out the pages, you can create an extra-large puzzle. A wonderful oak tree will 
grow in front of your eyes. On it, next to it, and even underneath it, you will find 
countless species of animals: birds, insects and mammals…

ages 2-10
activity book
board book
200 x 280 mm
30 pages

ages 2-6                   
hard cover
240 x 320 mm
32 pages

rights sold: Germany, Lithuania, 
Italy, Ukraine, Czech Republic, 
Taiwan, Russia, Catalonia

I Don’t Want To Be a Princess
Author: Grzegorz Kasdepke

Illustrator: Emilia Dziubak

Who would have thought that a little girl called Mary could be such a scary dragon! Certainly  
not her mum. Nor her dad. Nor grandma. Though grandad had his suspicions.
The clever Mary will cause quite an upheaval in the family home... 
A fun and by no means straightforward tale about how wisdom is more important than beauty 
and how you should always be yourself!

ages 6-14
activity book
soft cover
205 x 285 mm
80 pages

Mathematical Pizza
Author and illustrator: Anna Ludwicka

Anna Ludwicka, a mathematician and graphic designer in one, has created a book full of trivia 
and fascinating tasks. It will convince any child that maths can be great fun and perhaps even… 
an artistic discipline. Readers will have the opportunity to draw a binary tree, create a picture 
with dice, design a mathematical carpet, lead a snail along a Mobius strip, and, finally, think up 
an impossible object.
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ages 2-10
hard cover 
205 x 260 mm
32 pages

rights sold: Romania, Korea, 
Czech Republic, Great Britain, 
USA

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Germany, Russia, 
Korea, Ukraine, Czech Republic

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, Russia, 
Korea

ages 2-6                  
hard cover
240 x 320 mm
32 pages

ages 2-6                  
board book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

Inside Fruit and Vegetables
Author and illustrator: Agnieszka Sowińska

Fruit and vegetables are healthy! But what does that mean, exactly? To understand this,  
we need to meet the characters that live inside them.

This large-format book, filled with detailed illustrations, dissects a dozen or so of the most 
common fruit and vegetables. Education mixed with play and humour are only a few aspects 
of this unique book. Nobody previously unenthusiastic about eating will feel the same after 
reading it! 

What Happened in the Pencil Case?
Author: Izabela Mikrut 
Illustrator: Marta Kurczewska

Incredible things happen inside a pencil case when you’re not looking. Objects that can be found 
inside pencil cases live their own, exciting lives. Crayons, a pencil, a pen, an eraser (along with 
her daughter), a ruler, a bottle of correction fluid, a pencil sharpener, a compass and many others 
objects all star in this energetic story.

ages 4-100
colouring book
210 x 297 mm
64 pages

ages 2-6
board book, activity book
200 x 280 mm
28 pages

rights sold: Germany, Czech Republic

rights sold: Germany

ages 4-100
colouring book
210 x 297 mm
64 pages

Islands
Author and illustrator: Anita Graboś

A colouring book that is both nostalgic and full of surprises. It is suitable for dreamers of all ages.

Amidst the Very Peaceful Ocean there is quite an unusual archipelago where birds, cats and 
people live alongside each other. Many islands grow out of the oceanic bottom and firmly hold 
on to their places, while others love sailing and keep changing their location.

The Thing Is... Do You Know What It Is?  
Animals
Author: Marcin Brykczyński 
Illustrator: Agnieszka Antoniewicz

Marcin Brykczyński’s exceptional collection of the riddles is accompanied by humourous short 
poems about our animal friends from the home and the farm. The book also features incredible 
illustrations by Agnieszka Antoniewicz. There is added fun to be had with cartoon challenges that 
test observation skills.

This book teaches and entertains at the same time and is aimed at children aged 2-6, though older 
readers will surely enjoy it too. Its sturdy pages will survive the attentions of little hands.

Pips
Author and illustrator: Anita Graboś

After her critically acclaimed Islands, Anita Graboś now leads us into the mysterious world 
of plants. In Pips we will find a rose labyrinth, beetle, flower and fruit mandalas and all sorts 
of gardens: Japanese, French, English, even Grandma’s garden… All the colouring pages are  
accompanied by various tasks. There’s also space for your own creative endeavours.

Big trees, gardens and dreams grow out of little pips. Great ideas come from sprouting  
thoughts…

Ignatek Is Looking for a Friend
Author and illustrator: Paweł Pawlak

A small, gloomy skeleton on the cover of a children’s book isn’t seemingly a harbinger of anything 
positive. But the meeting between bony Ignatek and a lonely little girl is, for both of them, the 
beginning of a wonderful adventure and a tour of two worlds, both of which are beautiful and 
essential.
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Hey, Jimmy! 
Author: Rafał Skarżycki
Illustrator: Tomasz Lew Leśniak

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, 
Slovak Republic

Hey, Jimmy! Girl Trouble?

Hey, Jimmy! Excuse me, 
do they drill here?

Hey, Jimmy! Got cold 
feet?

Hey, Jimmy! Are You 
Looking For Trouble?

Hey, Jimmy! Who’s 
the boss here?

Hey, Jimmy! Where is 
my cash?

ages 6-14
fiction
soft cover
140 x 202 mm
224 pages

Hey, Jimmy! is a new, funny adventure series for primary school kids. Every volume is a complete, compelling story full of jokes, surprises and  
hrilling events, all composed with the best cinematic plotting. The books perfectly combine traditional prose narrative with the style of a dynamic  
omic book – the drawings are not just illustrations, they are part of the narrative.

Hey, Jimmy! has been a great success on the Polish publishing market, and not only in economic terms – the series has received a huge number  
of enthusiastic reviews (both from professionals and from readers, or readers’ parents). The first volume was voted Best Book for Spring 2015,  
and the second was shortlisted by Granice.pl for Best Book for Winter 2015. According to The Book Institute of Poland, the premiere of the series 
was  ne of the most important events on the Polish children’s book market in 2015.
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A series of detective books for younger children. Each book consists a dozen of criminal puzzles 
that children can solve independently, following the trail of Detective Jollyhead. Criminal 
threads relate to various phenomena that little readers face every day. The short stories 
teach logical thinking and drawing conclusions. Solutions to puzzles are available at the end 
of the book.

ages 6-10
fiction
hard cover
165 x 215 mm
64 pages

Detective Jollyhead 
Author: Grzegorz Kasdepke
Illustrator: Piotr Rychel

rights sold: Chinese Simplified, 
Korea, Ukraine, Slovenia, Czech 
Republic, Russia
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Sophie from the Cat Street
Author: Agnieszka Tyszka
Illustrator: Agata Raczyńska

rights sold: Lithuania,  
Ukraine, Slovak Republic

rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine,  
Slovak Republic

rights sold: Ukraine rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine

rights sold: Ukraine rights sold: Ukraine

Sophie from the Cat 
Street On the Trail

Springtime Do-It-Yourself Book

Wintertime

On the Trip

On Holidays

Big Changes

On the Road Curious Times Good Luck

ages 6-10
fiction
soft cover
140 x 192 mm

 
Sophie from Cat Street is a witty book series about the adventures of a resourceful little girl called 
Sophie, and her crazy family.
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Agnieszka Zielińska – Foreign Rights Manager

a.zielinska@nk.com.pl

Nasza Księgarnia Publishing House Ltd.
ul. Sarabandy 24c
02-868 Warsaw
Poland

ph.: +48 22 643 93 89
fax: +48 22 643 70 28
www.foreignrights.nk.com.pl

Cover illustration by Emilia Dziubak from Amazing Friendships. The World of Plants  
and Animals.
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